BUFFALO FIELD OFFICE LEASE PARCEL LIST
2018 First Quarter Lease Sale

WY-181Q-039 156.540 Acres
  T.0520N, R.0690W, 06th PM, WY Sec. 003 LOTS 7,8;
  004 LOTS 5,6;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_BFO_CSU_SE
WY_BFO_CSU_Slopes25to50
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLB

WY-181Q-040 139.330 Acres
  T.0520N, R.0690W, 06th PM, WY Sec. 006 LOTS 18;
  007 LOTS 8,9;
  019 LOTS 6;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_BFO_CSU_FQM
WY_BFO_CSU_PD
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLR
TLS (1) Mar 15 to Jun 30; (2) as mapped on the Buffalo Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-Grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats outside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core and Connectivity), within 2 miles of an occupied lek.

WY-181Q-041 83.670 Acres
  T.0530N, R.0690W, 06th PM, WY Sec. 032 LOTS 7,13;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_BFO_CSU_SE
WY_BFO_CSU_Slopes25to50
WY_BFO_CSU_H20500F

WY-181Q-046  2003.430 Acres
T.0430N, R.0700W, 06th PM, WY Sec. 001  LOTS 5-20;
  003  LOTS 7-10,15-18;
  010  LOTS 1,2,5,6,11-14;
  011  LOTS 1-8;
  014  LOTS 2,7,8;
  015  LOTS 3-5,12-14;

Campbell County
Buffalo FO Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_BFO_TLS_BGCWEC
WY_BFO_CSU_BGCW
WY_BFO_CSU_CLBA
WY_BFO_CSU_FQM
WY_BFO_CSU_H20500F
WY_BFO_CSU_R500F
WY_BFO_CSU_SE
WY_BFO_CSU_Slopes25to50
WY_BFO_CSU_SLR
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLR
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLR

Mar 15 to Jun 30; (2) as mapped on the applicable Field Office GIS
database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-Grouse
breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats outside designated
Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core and Connectivity), within 2 miles
of an occupied lek.
NSO 1) As mapped on the Buffalo Field Office GIS database; (2) to protect
occupied Greater Sage-Grouse leks and associated seasonal habitat, life-
history, or behavioral needs of Greater Sage-Grouse in proximity to leks from habitat fragmentation and loss, and protect Greater Sage-Grouse populations from disturbance within a 0.25-mile radius of the perimeter of occupied Greater Sage-Grouse leks outside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core and Connectivity).

DEFER ENTIRE PARCEL (2003.430 ACRES). PARCEL HAS BEEN NOMINATED OVER EXISTING COAL LEASE WYW23928 AT BLACK THUNDER MINE.

WY-181Q-047  1146.960 Acres
T.0430N, R.0700W, 06th PM, WY  Sec. 023  LOTS 3;
  024  LOTS 1,2,4-10,12,15;
  025  LOTS 1,3-6,8-10;
  026  LOTS 1-3,8,9;
  035  LOTS 1,8,9;

Campbell County
Buffalo FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_BFO_NSO_BEGE
WY_BFO_NSO_BEN
WY_BFO_NSO_SSRN
WY_BFO_TLS_BEN
WY_BFO_TLS_NSSRN
WY_BFO_TLS_SSRN
WY_BFO_CSU_BGCW
WY_BFO_CSU_CLBA
WY_BFO_CSU_H
WY_BFO_CSU_RN
WY_BFO_CSU_SE
WY_BFO_CSU_Slopes25to50
WY_BFO_CSU_SLR
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLB
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLR
WY_BFO_CSU_PD
WY_BFO_CSU_H20500F

DEFER ENTIRE PARCEL (1146.960 ACRES). PARCEL HAS BEEN NOMINATED OVER EXISTING COAL LEASE WYW2313 AT BLACK THUNDER MINE.

WY-181Q-048  681.640 Acres
T.0440N, R.0700W, 06th PM, WY  Sec. 002  LOTS 5-11;
003  LOTS 5,7,10,12,14-19;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_BFO_NSO_SSRN
WY_BFO_TLS_NSSRN
WY_BFO_TLS_SSRN
WY_BFO_CSU_FQM
WY_BFO_CSU_RN
WY_BFO_CSU_SE
WY_BFO_CSU_SLR
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLB
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLR

WY-181Q-049  725.410 Acres
  T.0440N, R.0700W, 06th PM, WY    Sec. 004  LOTS 13-20;
  009  LOTS 1-8,11,12;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_BFO_CSU_FQM
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLR
TLS (1) Mar 15 to Jun 30; (2) as mapped on the applicable Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-Grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats outside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core and Connectivity), within 2 miles of an occupied lek.

WY-181Q-050  1944.510 Acres
  T.0440N, R.0700W, 06th PM, WY    Sec. 010  LOTS 1-11;
  011  LOTS 1-13;
  012  LOTS 2-9;
014  LOTS 1-8;
015  LOTS 2-5,7-10;

Campbell County
Buffalo FO Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_BFO_TLS_NSSRN
WY_BFO_CSU_FQM
WY_BFO_CSU_RN
WY_BFO_CSU_SE
WY_BFO_CSU_Slopes25to50
WY_BFO_CSU_SLR
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLR
TLS (1) Mar 15 to Jun 30; (2) as mapped on the applicable Field Office GIS
database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-Grouse
breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats outside designated
Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core and Connectivity), within 2 miles
of an occupied lek.
DEFER PARTIAL PARCEL (121.150 ACRES). DEFER PORTION OF PARCEL ON US
FOREST SERVICE SURFACE PENDING USFS REVIEW.
T.0440N, R.0700W, 06th PM, WY
011  LOTS 1;
012  LOTS 2,3;

WY-181Q-051  693.540 Acres
T.0490N, R.0700W, 06th PM, WY  Sec. 019  LOTS 5-7;
020  LOTS 3,4;
029  LOTS 1,2,6,9,10,13-15;
030  LOTS 20;
031  LOTS 5,11,13;

Campbell County
Buffalo FO Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_BFO_NSO_SSRN
WY_BFO_TLS_NSSRN
WY_BFO_TLS_SSRN
WY_BFO_TLS_STG
WY_BFO_CSU_FQM
TLS (1) Mar 15 to Jun 30; (2) as mapped on the applicable Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-Grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats outside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core and Connectivity), within 2 miles of an occupied lek.

WY-181Q-052 326.750 Acres
T.0510N, R.0700W, 06th PM, WY Sec. 004 LOTS 8,9,14,15; 009 LOTS 1-4;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_BFO_TLS_NSSRN
WY_BFO_CSU_RN
WY_BFO_CSU_Slopes25to50
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLR
WY_BFO_CSU_SLR
TLS (1) Mar 15 to Jun 30; (2) as mapped on the applicable Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-Grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats outside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core and Connectivity), within 2 miles of an occupied lek.

WY-181Q-053 156.380 Acres
T.0520N, R.0700W, 06th PM, WY Sec. 012 LOTS 2,5,6,9;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_BFO_TLS_NSSRN
WY_BFO_CSU_FQM
WY_BFO_CSU_RN
WY_BFO_CSU_SE
WY_BFO_CSU_SLR
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLR

TLS (1) Mar 15 to Jun 30; (2) as mapped on the applicable Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-Grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats outside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core and Connectivity), within 2 miles of an occupied lek.

WY-181Q-054  360.550 Acres
T.0550N, R.0710W, 06th PM, WY  Sec. 023  lots 1,4,5,7,8;
  024  lots 10;
  025  lots 2;
  026  lots 1,2;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_BFO_NSO_BEGE
WY_BFO_NSO_BEN
WY_BFO_NSO_SSRN
WY_BFO_TLS_BEN
WY_BFO_TLS_NSSRN
WY_BFO_TLS_SSRN
WY_BFO_CSU_GSGRH
WY_BFO_CSU_FQM
WY_BFO_CSU_RN
WY_BFO_CSU_H20500F
WY_BFO_CSU_R500F
WY_BFO_CSU_Slopes25to50
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLB
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLR
WY_BFO_CSU_PD
WY_BFO_TLS_PHMAL
WY_BFO_TLS_PHMAWCA
CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use will be restricted to no more than an average of one disturbance location per 640 acres using the Disturbance Density Calculation Tool (DDCT), and the cumulative value of all applicable surface disturbances, existing or future, must not exceed 5 percent of the DDCT area, as described in the DDCT manual; (2) as mapped on the Buffalo Field Office GIS database; (3) to protect Greater Sage-Grouse designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core only) from habitat fragmentation and loss. This lease does not guarantee the lessee the right to occupy the surface of the lease for the purpose of producing oil and natural gas within Greater Sage-Grouse designated PHMAs (Core only). The surface occupancy restriction criteria identified in this stipulation may preclude surface occupancy and may be beyond the ability of the lessee to meet due to existing surface disturbance on Federal, State, or private lands within designated PHMAs (Core only) or surface disturbance created by other land users. The BLM may require the lessee or operator to enter into a unit agreement or drilling easement to facilitate the equitable development of this and surrounding leases.

WY-181Q-055 86.030 Acres
T.0560N, R.0710W, 06th PM, WY Sec. 007 LOTS 8;
018 LOTS 8;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_BFO_NSO_Slopes50
WY_BFO_CSU_PD
WY_BFO_CSU_Slopes25to50
WY_BFO_CSU_SLR
WY_BFO_CSU_SSPF
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLB
WY_BFO_NSO_SSP

WY-181Q-056 866.800 Acres
T.0530N, R.0720W, 06th PM, WY Sec. 005 LOTS 7,8;
006 LOTS 9,10,14-17;
008 LOTS 3-5,8-11;
008 SWSE;
009 LOTS 13;
017 LOTS 3-5,10,11;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_BFO_NSO_Slopes50
WY_BFO_TLS_STG
WY_BFO_CSU_FQM
WY_BFO_CSU_Slopes25to50
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLB
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLR
WY_BFO_CSU_PD
TLS (1) Mar 15 to Jun 30; (2) as mapped on the applicable Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-Grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats outside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core and Connectivity), within 2 miles of an occupied lek.

WY-181Q-057  428.660 Acres
T.0540N, R.0720W, 06th PM, WY  Sec. 005 LOTS 7;
006  LOTS 8,15;
021  LOTS 1-7;
030  LOTS 19;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_BFO_TLS_NSSRN
WY_BFO_TLS_STG
WY_BFO_CSU_FQM
WY_BFO_CSU_RN
WY_BFO_CSU_H20500F
WY_BFO_CSU_R500F
WY_BFO_CSU_Slopes25to50
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLB
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLR
WY_BFO_CSU_PD
WY-181Q-058  630.520 Acres
    T.0540N, R.0720W, 06th PM, WY  Sec. 009  LOTS 5-8;
          020  LOTS 1-4, 6-8;
          031  LOTS 6-8, 12, 17;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_BFO(NSO_Slopes50
WY_BFO_TLS_NSSRN
WY_BFO_TLS_STG
WY_BFO_CSU_RN
WY_BFO_CSU_Slopes25to50
WY_BFO_CSU_SLR
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLB
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLR
WY_BFO_CSU_PD
NSO 1) As mapped on the Buffalo Field Office GIS database; (2) to protect occupied Greater Sage-Grouse leks and associated seasonal habitat, life-history, or behavioral needs of Greater Sage-Grouse in proximity to leks from habitat fragmentation and loss, and protect Greater Sage-Grouse populations from disturbance within a 0.25-mile radius of the perimeter of occupied Greater Sage-Grouse leks outside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core and Connectivity).
TLS (1) Mar 15 to Jun 30; (2) as mapped on the applicable Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-Grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats outside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core and Connectivity), within 2 miles of an occupied lek.

WY-181Q-059  160.170 Acres
    T.0550N, R.0720W, 06th PM, WY  Sec. 029  LOTS 6, 7;
          030  LOTS 5, 13;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_BFO_TLS_NSSRN
WY_BFO_CSU_FQM
WY_BFO_CSU_RN
WY_BFO_CSU_H20500F
WY_BFO_CSU_R500F
WY_BFO_CSU_SE
WY_BFO_CSU_Slopes25to50
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLB
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLR
WY_BFO_CSU_PD

WY-181Q-060  81.120 Acres
  T.0550N, R.0720W, 06th PM, WY Sec. 030  LOTS 6;
  032  LOTS 1;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_BFO_TLS_NSSRN
WY_BFO_CSU_FQM
WY_BFO_CSU_RN
WY_BFO_CSU_H20500F
WY_BFO_CSU_R500F
WY_BFO_CSU_Slopes25to50
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLB
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLR
WY_BFO_CSU_PD

WY-181Q-061  520.000 Acres
  T.0560N, R.0720W, 06th PM, WY Sec. 001  SWSE;
    011  W2NE,SENE,E2SE;
    013  E2W2,W2SE,SESE;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WY_BFO_TLS_STG</th>
<th>WY_BFO_CSU_Slopes25to50</th>
<th>WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLB</td>
<td>WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLR</td>
<td>WY_BFO_CSU_SLR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WY-181Q-062** 1561.88 Acres  
T.0560N, R.0720W, 06th PM, WY  
Sec. 019  
LOTS 6, 8, 9, 11-14;  
019  TR 41;  
020  LOTS 4-7;  
020  TR 41;  
028  TR 53;  
029  LOTS 1-10;  
029  TR 41, 53;  
029  NENW  
030  LOTS 5-11;  
030  E2SW, W2SE;  
030  TR 41;

Campbell County  
Buffalo FO Formerly Lease No.  
Stipulations:  
Lease Notice No. 1  
Lease Notice No. 2  
Lease Notice No. 3  
Lease Stipulation No. 1  
Lease Stipulation No. 2  
Lease Stipulation No. 3  
WY_BFO_NSO_SSRN  
WY_BFO_NSO_Slopes50  
WY_BFO_TLS_NSSRN  
WY_BFO_TLS_SSRN  
WY_BFO_CSU_FQM  
WY_BFO_CSU_PD  
WY_BFO_CSU_RN  
WY_BFO_CSU_SE  
WY_BFO_CSU_Slopes25to50  
WY_BFO_CSU_SLR  
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA  
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLB  
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLR  
WY_BFO_CSU_H20500F  
NSO  1) As mapped on the Buffalo Field Office GIS database; (2) to protect occupied Greater Sage-Grouse leks and associated seasonal habitat, life-history, or behavioral needs of Greater Sage-Grouse in proximity to leks from habitat fragmentation and loss, and protect Greater Sage-Grouse populations from disturbance within a 0.25-mile radius of the perimeter of occupied Greater Sage-Grouse leks outside designated Priority Habitat
Management Areas (Core and Connectivity).
TLS (1) Mar 15 to Jun 30; (2) as mapped on the applicable Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-Grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats outside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core and Connectivity), within 2 miles of an occupied lek.

**Special Lease Notice:** (1) There is a single (or multiple) unplugged wellbore(s) and/or other facilities located on this parcel. For more information, please contact a Petroleum Engineer at the Buffalo Field Office at (307) 684-1100.

---

**WY-181Q-064** 480.000 Acres  
T.0410N, R.0730W, 06th PM, WY  Sec. 027 W2NW;  
028 E2NE,W2NW;  
029 NE,E2NW;  
Campbell County  
Buffalo FO  
Formerly Lease No.  
Stipulations:  
Lease Notice No. 1  
Lease Notice No. 2  
Lease Notice No. 3  
Lease Stipulation No. 1  
Lease Stipulation No. 2  
Lease Stipulation No. 3  
WY_BFO_NSO_SSRN  
WY_BFO_TLS_NSSRN  
WY_BFO_TLS_SSRN  
WY_BFO_CSU_FQM  
WY_BFO_CSU_RN  
WY_BFO_CSU_SE  
WY_BFO_CSU_SLR  
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA  
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLR  
WY_BFO_CSU_PD

---

**WY-181Q-065** 81.520 Acres  
T.0420N, R.0730W, 06th PM, WY  Sec. 006 LOTS 8,9;  
Campbell County  
Buffalo FO Formerly Lease No.  
Stipulations:  
Lease Notice No. 1  
Lease Notice No. 2  
Lease Notice No. 3  
Lease Stipulation No. 1  
Lease Stipulation No. 2  
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY-181Q-066  40.200 Acres
T.0420N, R.0730W, 06th PM, WY  Sec. 021  LOTS 11;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLR
TLS (1) Mar 15 to Jun 30; (2) as mapped on the applicable Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-Grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats outside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core and Connectivity), within 2 miles of an occupied lek.

WY-181Q-067  444.510 Acres
T.0540N, R.0730W, 06th PM, WY  Sec. 001  LOTS 7,8;
  014  LOTS 1,2;
  024  LOTS 3,6,7,10,11,14,15;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_BFO_TLS_NSSRN
WY_BFO_TLS_STG
WY_BFO_CSU_FQM
WY_BFO_CSU_H
WY_BFO_CSU_RN
TLS (1) Mar 15 to Jun 30; (2) as mapped on the applicable Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-Grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats outside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core and Connectivity), within 2 miles of an occupied lek.

WY-181Q-068  232.710 Acres
  T.0560N, R.0730W, 06th PM, WY    Sec. 006    TR 55;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
  Lease Notice No. 1
  Lease Notice No. 2
  Lease Notice No. 3
  Lease Stipulation No. 1
  Lease Stipulation No. 2
  Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_BFO_TLS_NSSRN
WY_BFO_CSU_RN
WY_BFO_CSU_H20500F
WY_BFO_CSU_R500F
WY_BFO_CSU_SE
WY_BFO_CSU_SLR
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLR
WY_BFO_CSU_PD
TLS (1) Mar 15 to Jun 30; (2) as mapped on the applicable Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-Grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats outside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core and Connectivity), within 2 miles of an occupied lek.

WY-181Q-069  281.610 Acres
  T.0560N, R.0730W, 06th PM, WY    Sec. 008    lots 3-5, 12-14, 17, 18;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
  Lease Notice No. 1
  Lease Notice No. 2
TLS (1) Mar 15 to Jun 30; (2) as mapped on the applicable Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-Grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats outside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core and Connectivity), within 2 miles of an occupied lek.
WY-181Q-072  560.320 Acres
T.0420N, R.0760W, 06th PM, WY  Sec. 002  LOTS 4;
002  SWNW,E2SW;
010  W2NW;
011  N2NW,SWNW;
015  NENW,W2W2;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO
WEST PINE TREE (CBM) UNIT Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_BFO_NSO_SSRN
WY_BFO_TLS_NSSRN
WY_BFO_TLS_SSRN
WY_BFO_CSU_H
WY_BFO_CSU_RN
WY_BFO_CSU_SE
WY_BFO_CSU_Slopes25to50
WY_BFO_CSU_R500F
WY_BFO_CSU_H2O500F
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLA
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLR
NSO (1) As mapped on the Buffalo Field Office GIS database; (2) to protect occupied Greater Sage-Grouse leks and associated seasonal habitat, life history, or behavioral needs of Greater Sage-Grouse in proximity to leks from habitat fragmentation and loss, and protect Greater Sage-Grouse populations from disturbance within a 0.25-mile radius of the perimeter of occupied Greater Sage-Grouse leks outside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core and Connectivity).
TLS (1) Mar 15 to Jun 30; (2) as mapped on the applicable Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-Grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats outside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core and Connectivity), within 2 miles of an occupied lek.
Special Lease Notice: (1) There is a single (or multiple) unplugged wellbore(s) and/or other facilities located on this parcel. For more information, please contact a Petroleum Engineer at the Buffalo Field Office at (307) 684-1100.

WY-181Q-073  40.000 Acres
T.0430N, R.0760W, 06th PM, WY  Sec. 015  NENE;
Campbell County
Buffalo FO Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_BFO_TLS_NSSRN
WY_BFO_CSU_RN
WY_BFO_CSU_SE
TLS (1) Mar 15 to Jun 30; (2) as mapped on the applicable Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-Grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats outside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core and Connectivity), within 2 miles of an occupied lek.

WY-181Q-075 240.000 Acres
    T.0410N, R.0810W, 06th PM, WY Sec. 026 NW;
        027 E2NE;
Johnson County
Buffalo FO Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
WY_BFO_TLS_NSSRN
WY_BFO_CSU_RN
WY_BFO_CSU_Slopes25to50
WY_BFO_CSU_SLR
WY_BFO_CSU_PD
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLB
WY_BFO_CSU_SSWLR
CASPER FIELD OFFICE PARCEL LEASE LIST FIRST QUARTER 2018

WY-181Q-003  520.000 Acres
  T.0220N, R.0620W, 06th PM, WY
  Sec. 011 SW;
  014 N2NW;
  021 E2SW, W2SE, SESE;
  028 N2NW;
Goshen County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
  Lease Notice No. 1
  Lease Notice No. 2
  Lease Notice No. 3
  Lease Stipulation No. 1
  Lease Stipulation No. 2
  Lease Stipulation No. 3
TLS  (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.
DEFER ENTIRE PARCEL (520,000 ACRES). INSIDE SPRINGER/BUMP-SULLIVAN WILDLIFE HABITAT MANAGEMENT AREA. DEFER PARCEL PENDING REVIEW OF CASPER RMP DECISIONS FOR THIS AREA.

WY-181Q-004  200.000 Acres
  T.0230N, R.0620W, 06th PM, WY
  Sec. 005 E2E2SE;
  007 W2E2;
Goshen County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
  Lease Notice No. 1
  Lease Notice No. 2
  Lease Notice No. 3
  Lease Stipulation No. 1
  Lease Stipulation No. 2
  Lease Stipulation No. 3

WY-181Q-005  58.000 Acres
  T.0230N, R.0620W, 06th PM, WY
  Sec. 021 NENE;
  025 S2SWSE (EXCL 2.00 AC
  025 IN RSVR ROW WYC041614;
Goshen County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3

WY-181Q-006  18.000 Acres
T.0230N, R.0620W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 025  N2SWSE (EXCL 2.00 AC IN
025  RSVR ROW WYC041614;
Goshen County
Casper FO
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
BR 3109-1
BR GP-135
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3

WY-181Q-007  160.000 Acres
T.0230N, R.0630W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 014  SW;
Goshen County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3

WY-181Q-010  1638.390 Acres
T.0250N, R.0640W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 001  SW,W2SE,SESE;
011  LOTS 3,4,7,8;
012  ALL;
013  W2W2;
014  LOTS 4,8;
014 SWSE;  
023 LOTS 1,2,5,6;  
024 N2;

Goshen County  
Casper FO  
Formerly Lease No.  
Stipulations:  
Lease Notice No. 1  
Lease Notice No. 2  
Lease Notice No. 3  
Lease Stipulation No. 1  
Lease Stipulation No. 2  
Lease Stipulation No. 3  

CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use within 1/4 mile or visual horizon of the National Historic Trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Oregon Trail.

CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the National Historic Trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Oregon Trail.

CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use will be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting Class I and/or Class II Visual Resource Management Areas.

WY-181Q-011  946.600 Acres  
T.0250N, R.0640W, 06th PM, WY  
Sec. 004 LOTS 1-4;  
004 S2N2;  
005 LOTS 1-4;  
005 S2N2,S2;

Goshen County  
Casper FO  
Formerly Lease No.  
Stipulations:  
Lease Notice No. 1  
Lease Notice No. 2  
Lease Notice No. 3  
Lease Stipulation No. 1  
Lease Stipulation No. 2  
Lease Stipulation No. 3  

CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the National Historic Trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting Class I and/or Class II Visual Resource Management Areas.
the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Oregon Trail.
CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use will be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting Class I and/or Class II Visual Resource Management Areas.

WY-181Q-012  603.340 Acres
  T.0250N, R.0640W, 06th PM, WY
  Sec. 007    NE,E2SE;
              018   LOTS 1-3;
              018   E2NE,SE;
Goshen County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
TLS  (1) Nov 15 to Apr 30; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting big game on crucial winter range.
NSO  (1) As mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (2) protecting Class I and Class II waters within 500 feet of Deer Creek.
CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use within 500 feet to 1/4 mile of Class I and Class II waters may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting Class I and Class II waters of Deer Creek.
CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the National Historic Trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Oregon Trail.

WY-181Q-013  320.000 Acres
  T.0250N, R.0640W, 06th PM, WY
  Sec. 019    E2;
Goshen County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
TLS (1) Nov 15 to Apr 30; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting big game on crucial winter range.

WY-181Q-014  200.000 Acres
T.0250N, R.0640W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 025  S2NE,N2SE,SESE;
Goshen County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3

WY-181Q-015  642.640 Acres
T.0250N, R.0640W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 030  LOTS 1-10;
030  NE,E2NW;
Goshen County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
TLS (1) Nov 15 to Apr 30; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting big game on crucial winter range.

WY-181Q-016  119.880 Acres
T.0250N, R.0640W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 031  LOTS 1,2;
031  NENW;
Goshen County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2

23
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
TLS  (1) Nov 15 to Apr 30; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting big game on crucial winter range.

WY-181Q-017  160.000 Acres
  T.0250N, R.0640W, 06th PM, WY
  Sec. 031  SESE;
          032  SWNW,W2SW;
Goshen County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
TLS  (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.
TLS  (1) Nov 15 to Apr 30; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting big game on crucial winter range.

WY-181Q-018  40.000 Acres
  T.0250N, R.0640W, 06th PM, WY
  Sec. 033  SWSE;
Goshen County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3

WY-181Q-019  319.350 Acres
  T.0260N, R.0640W, 06th PM, WY
  Sec. 001  LOTS 3,4;
          001  S2NW,SW;
Goshen County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3

CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the National Historic Trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Oregon Trail.

WY-181Q-020  465.430 Acres  
T.0260N, R.0640W, 06th PM, WY  
Sec. 011 LOTS 1-4;  
011 N2;  
Goshen County  
Casper FO  
Formerly Lease No.  
Stipulations:  
Lease Notice No. 1  
Lease Notice No. 2  
Lease Notice No. 3  
Lease Stipulation No. 1  
Lease Stipulation No. 2  
Lease Stipulation No. 3  

CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the National Historic Trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Oregon Trail.

CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use will be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting Class I and/or Class II Visual Resource Management Areas.

WY-181Q-021  726.140 Acres  
T.0260N, R.0640W, 06th PM, WY  
Sec. 012 NENE,S2NE,SENW,S2;  
013 N2NE,SENE;  
014 LOTS 1,2,5,6;  
014 SWNE;  
Goshen County  
Casper FO  
Formerly Lease No.  
Stipulations:  
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3

CSU  
(1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the National Historic Trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Oregon Trail.

CSU  
(1) Surface occupancy or use will be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting Class I and/or Class II Visual Resource Management Areas.

WY-181Q-022 40.000 Acres
T.0260N, R.0640W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 014 NWNW;
Goshen County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3

CSU  
(1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the National Historic Trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Oregon Trail.

CSU  
(1) Surface occupancy or use will be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting Class I and/or Class II Visual Resource Management Areas.

WY-181Q-023 658.780 Acres
T.0260N, R.0640W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 019 LOTS 1-4;
019 N2NE,E2W2,SWSE;
020 SWNE,NW,NWSW;
Goshen County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 1/4 mile or visual horizon of the National Historic Trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Oregon Trail.
CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the National Historic Trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Oregon Trail.
CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use will be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting Class I and/or Class II Visual Resource Management Areas.

WY-181Q-024 36.200 Acres
T.0260N, R.0640W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 031 LOTS 4;
Goshen County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the National Historic Trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Oregon Trail.
CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use will be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting Class I and/or Class II Visual Resource Management Areas.
WY-181Q-025  440.000 Acres
T.0260N, R.0640W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 034  NE, S2NW, SW;
       035  SWNW;
Goshen County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use within 1/4 mile or visual horizon of the National Historic Trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Oregon Trail.
CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the National Historic Trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Oregon Trail.
CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use will be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting Class I and/or Class II Visual Resource Management Areas.

WY-181Q-026  1917.410 Acres
T.0240N, R.0660W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 015  W2NE, SENE, NW, N2SE;
       017  NNNW, SSW, NESE, S2SE;
       018  LOTS 1-3;
       018  N2NE, E2NW, S2SE;
       019  LOTS 1-4;
       019  E2, E2W2;
       020  N2NE, W2;
Platte County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
TLS (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.

WY-181Q-027 480.360 Acres
T.0240N, R.0660W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 030 LOTS 1,2;
  030 E2NW;
  031 SESW;
  032 NE, NESW, SESE;
  033 NESW;
Platte County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
TLS (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.

WY-181Q-028 1721.340 Acres
T.0220N, R.0670W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 005 NESE(EXCL 3.00 AC IN RSVR
  005 ROW WYC012356);
  007 LOTS 2-4;
  007 SENW, E2SW, SE;
  007 SWNE(EXCL 4.0 AC IN RSVR
  007 ROW WYC012356);
  008 SENW, S2NE;
  008 NWNE, NENW, SWNW(EXCL 8.00
  008 AC IN RSVR ROW
  008 WYC012356);
  009 S2NW;
  011 SESE;
  017 SWSW, NESE, S2SE;
  018 LOTS 1,2;
  018 S2NE, E2NW;
  019 LOTS 3;
  023 SWSE;
  025 NWNE, E2SE;
  034 NENE, NWSE;
  035 N2NE, E2NW, W2SW;
Platte County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
TLS (1) Nov 15 to Apr 30; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting big game on crucial winter range.
NSO (1) As mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (2) protecting Class I and Class II waters within 500 feet of Hunton Creek, South Hunton Creek, and Richeau Creek.
CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 500 feet to 1/4 mile of Class I and Class II waters may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting Class I and Class II waters of Hunton Creek, South Hunton Creek, and Richeau Creek.

WY-181Q-029 240.000 Acres
T.0220N, R.0670W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 028 SWSW;
029 S2S2;
033 NWNW;
Platte County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
TLS (1) Nov 15 to Apr 30; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting big game on crucial winter range.
NSO (1) As mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (2) protecting Class I and Class II waters within 500 feet of Richeau Creek and North Richeau Creek.
CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 500 feet to 1/4 mile of Class I and Class II waters may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting Class I and Class II waters of Richeau Creek and North Richeau Creek.

WY-181Q-030 311.170 Acres
T.0220N, R.0670W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 030 LOT 2;
031 LOT 2-4;
031 SENE,E2SW,SWSE;
Platte County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
TLS  (1) Nov 15 to Apr 30; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting big game on crucial winter range.
CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use within 500 feet to 1/4 mile of Class I and Class II waters may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting Class I and Class II waters of Richeau Creek and North Richeau Creek.

WY-181Q-033  2387.280 Acres
T.0220N, R.0680W, 06th PM, WY
Sec.  001 LOTS 2-4;
    001 SWNE,S2NW;
    002 W2SW;
    003 LOTS 1-4;
    003 S2N2,S2;
    004 LOTS 1,3,4;
    004 S2N2,SE;
    007 LOTS 1,2;
    007 NE,E2NW,SESE;
    010 ALL;

Platte County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
TLS  (1) Nov 15 to Apr 30; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting big game on crucial winter range.
TLS  (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-Grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats outside designated PHMA (Core and Connectivity), within two miles of an occupied lek.

WY-181Q-034  2161.800 Acres
T.0220N, R.0680W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 011 W2;
Platte County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
TLS  (1) Nov 15 to Apr 30; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting big game on crucial winter range.
TLS  (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-Grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats outside designated PHMA (Core and Connectivity), within two miles of an occupied lek.
NSO  (1) As mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (2) protecting Class I and Class II waters within 500 feet of Hunton Creek.
CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use within 500 feet to 1/4 mile of Class I and Class II waters may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting Class I and Class II waters of Hunton Creek.

WY-181Q-035 2440.630 Acres
T.0220N, R.0680W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 019  lots 1-4;
019  E2,E2W2;
020  ALL;
021  S2NW,SWSW;
022  NE,NENW,NESE,S2SE;
023  SENE,W2NW,SENW,N2S2;
024  NENE,NWNW,N2S2;
025  SWNW,N2SW,NWSE;

Platte County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
TLS  (1) Nov 15 to Apr 30; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting big game on crucial winter range.
TLS  (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-Grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats outside designated PHMA (Core and Connectivity), within two miles of an occupied lek.

NSO  (1) As mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (2) protecting Class I and Class II waters within 500 feet of Hunton Creek and North Richeau Creek.

CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use within 500 feet to 1/4 mile of Class I and Class II waters may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting Class I and Class II waters of Hunton Creek, South Hunton Creek, and North Richeau Creek.

WY-181Q-036  2476.710 Acres
T.0220N, R.0680W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 026  S2NE,NWSW,N2SE;
         027  SWNE,S2NW,SW,N2SE,SWSE;
         028  SENE,E2SE;
         029  ALL;
         030  LOTS 3,4;
         030  E2,E2SW;
         031  LOTS 1-4;
         031  E2,E2W2;

Platte County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3

TLS  (1) Nov 15 to Apr 30; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting big game on crucial winter range.

NSO  (1) As mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (2) protecting Class I and Class II waters within 500 feet of South Hunton Creek and North Richeau Creek.

CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use within 500 feet to 1/4 mile of Class I and Class II waters may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting Class I and Class II waters of South Hunton Creek and North Richeau Creek.

WY-181Q-037  1520.000 Acres
T.0220N, R.0680W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 032  ALL;
         033  N2,N2SW,NWSE;
034  N2NW, NESW, S2S2;
035  NE;

Platte County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
TLS  (1) Nov 15 to Apr 30; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting big game on crucial winter range.
NSO  (1) As mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (2) protecting Class I and Class II waters within 500 feet of North Richeau Creek.
CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting Class I and Class II waters of North Richeau Creek.

WY-181Q-038  40.000 Acres
   T.0340N, R.0690W, 06th PM, WY
   Sec. 034  SWNE;
Converse County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
TLS  (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core only).
TLS  (1) Dec 1 to Mar 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse winter concentration areas in designated PHMA (Core only), and outside designated PHMAs (Core only) when supporting wintering Greater Sage-grouse that attend leks within designated PHMAs (Core only).
CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use will be restricted to no more than an average of one disturbance location per 640 acres using the Disturbance Density Calculation Tool (DDCT), and the cumulative value of all applicable surface disturbances, existing or future, must not exceed 5 percent of the DDCT area, as described in the DDCT manual; (2) as mapped
this stipulation may preclude surface occupancy and may be beyond the ability of the lessee to meet due to existing surface disturbance on Federal, State, or private lands within designated PHMAs (Core only) or surface disturbance created by other land users. The BLM may require the lessee or operator to enter into a unit agreement or drilling easement to facilitate the equitable development of this and surrounding leases.

WY-181Q-042 200,000 Acres
T.0340N, R.0700W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 011 NE,NWSW;
Converse County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
TLS (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.

WY-181Q-043 240,000 Acres
T.0340N, R.0700W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 015 NENE,S2SW,NWSE;
022 S2SE;
Converse County
Casper FO
CLAUSEN RANCH (DEEP) UNIT
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
TLS (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.
TLS (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of habitat
suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core only).

TLS (1) Dec 1 to Mar 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse winter concentration areas in designated PHMAs (Core only), and outside designated PHMAs (Core only) when supporting wintering Greater Sage-grouse that attend leks within designated PHMAs (Core only).

CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use will be restricted to no more than an average of one disturbance location per 640 acres using the Disturbance Density Calculation Tool (DDCT), and the cumulative value of all applicable surface disturbances, existing or future, must not exceed 5 percent of the DDCT area, as described in the DDCT manual; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) to protect Greater Sage-grouse designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core only) from habitat fragmentation and loss. This lease does not guarantee the lessee the right to occupy the surface of the lease for the purpose of producing oil and natural gas within Greater Sage-grouse designated PHMAs (Core only). The surface occupancy restriction criteria identified in this stipulation may preclude surface occupancy and may be beyond the ability of the lessee to meet due to existing surface disturbance on Federal, State, or private lands within designated PHMAs (Core only) or surface disturbance created by other land users. The BLM may require the lessee or operator to enter into a unit agreement or drilling easement to facilitate the equitable development of this and surrounding leases.

WY-181Q-044  480.000 Acres
  T.0340N, R.0700W, 06th PM, WY
  Sec. 023 E2,E2W2;
Converse County
Casper FO
CLAUSEN RANCH (DEEP) UNIT
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
TLS  (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.

TLS (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core only).

TLS (1) Dec 1 to Mar 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse winter concentration areas in designated PHMAs (Core only), and outside designated PHMAs (Core only) when supporting wintering Greater Sage-grouse that attend leks within designated PHMAs (Core only).
CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use will be restricted to no more than an average of one disturbance location per 640 acres using the Disturbance Density Calculation Tool (DDCT), and the cumulative value of all applicable surface disturbances, existing or future, must not exceed 5 percent of the DDCT area, as described in the DDCT manual; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) to protect Greater Sage-grouse designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core only) from habitat fragmentation and loss. This lease does not guarantee the lessee the right to occupy the surface of the lease for the purpose of producing oil and natural gas within Greater Sage-grouse designated PHMAs (Core only). The surface occupancy restriction criteria identified in this stipulation may preclude surface occupancy and may be beyond the ability of the lessee to meet due to existing surface disturbance on Federal, State, or private lands within designated PHMAs (Core only) or surface disturbance created by other land users. The BLM may require the lessee or operator to enter into a unit agreement or drilling easement to facilitate the equitable development of this and surrounding leases.

WY-181Q-045 160.000 Acres
T.0340N, R.0700W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 024 SW;
Converse County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
TLS (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.
TLS (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core only).
TLS (1) Dec 1 to Mar 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse winter concentration areas in designated PHMAs (Core only), and outside designated PHMAs (Core only) when supporting wintering Greater Sage-grouse that attend leks within designated PHMAs (Core only).
CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use will be restricted to no more than an average of one disturbance location per 640 acres using the Disturbance Density Calculation Tool (DDCT), and the cumulative value of all applicable surface disturbances, existing or future, must not exceed 5 percent of the DDCT area, as described in the DDCT manual; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) to protect Greater Sage-grouse designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core only) from habitat fragmentation and loss. This lease does not guarantee the lessee the right to occupy the surface of the lease for the purpose of producing oil and natural gas within Greater Sage-grouse designated PHMAs (Core only). The BLM may require the lessee or operator to enter into a unit agreement or drilling easement to facilitate the equitable development of this and surrounding leases.
oil and natural gas within Greater Sage-grouse designated PHMAs (Core only). The surface occupancy restriction criteria identified in this stipulation may preclude surface occupancy and may be beyond the ability of the lessee to meet due to existing surface disturbance on Federal, State, or private lands within designated PHMAs (Core only) or surface disturbance created by other land users. The BLM may require the lessee or operator to enter into a unit agreement or drilling easement to facilitate the equitable development of this and surrounding leases.

WY-181Q-063  78.930 Acres  
T.0380N, R.0730W, 06th PM, WY  
Sec. 003  LOTS 1;  
003  SENE;  
Converse County  
Casper FO  
Formerly Lease No.  
Stipulations:  
Lease Notice No. 1  
Lease Notice No. 2  
Lease Notice No. 3  
Lease Stipulation No. 1  
Lease Stipulation No. 2  
Lease Stipulation No. 3

WY-181Q-070  320.000 Acres  
T.0330N, R.0750W, 06th PM, WY  
Sec. 010  SWNE,E2NW,NESW,W2SE;  
015  NWNE,NENW;  
Converse County  
Casper FO  
Formerly Lease No.  
Stipulations:  
Lease Notice No. 1  
Lease Notice No. 2  
Lease Notice No. 3  
Lease Stipulation No. 1  
Lease Stipulation No. 2  
Lease Stipulation No. 3  
CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use within 1/4 mile or visual horizon of the National Historic Trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Oregon Trail.

CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the National Historic Trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on
the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Oregon Trail.

CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bozeman Trail.

CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use will be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting Class I and/or Class II Visual Resource Management Areas.

WY-181Q-074 400.000 Acres
T.0350N, R.0770W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 010 W2SW;
  014 SWSW;
  023 WNNW;
  024 E2NE,SE;
Converse and Natrona Counties
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3

CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the historic trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bozeman Trail.

WY-181Q-076 600.000 Acres
T.0320N, R.0820W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 003 SE;
  010 W2NE,NENW,W2NW,S2SW,SE;
Natrona County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
TLS (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.
TLS (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core only).
TLS (1) Dec 1 to Mar 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse winter concentration areas in designated PHMAs (Core only), and outside designated PHMAs (Core only) when supporting wintering Greater Sage-grouse that attend leks within designated PHMAs (Core only).
CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use will be restricted to no more than an average of one disturbance location per 640 acres using the Disturbance Density Calculation Tool (DDCT), and the cumulative value of all applicable surface disturbances, existing or future, must not exceed 5 percent of the DDCT area, as described in the DDCT manual; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) to protect Greater Sage-grouse designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core only). The surface occupancy restriction criteria identified in this stipulation may preclude surface occupancy and may be beyond the ability of the lessee to meet due to existing surface disturbance on Federal, State, or private lands within designated PHMAs (Core only) or surface disturbance created by other land users. The BLM may require the lessee or operator to enter into a unit agreement or drilling easement to facilitate the equitable development of this and surrounding leases.
CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 1/4 mile or visual horizon of the National Historic Trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Oregon Trail.
CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the National Historic Trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Oregon Trail.
CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 1/4 mile or visual horizon of the trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bridger Trail.
CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bridger Trail.
CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use will be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting Class I and/or Class II Visual Resource Management Areas.

WY-181Q-077 400.000 Acres
T.0320N, R.0820W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 004 S2NE,SE;
Natrona County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
TLS (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core only).

TLS (1) Dec 1 to Mar 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse winter concentration areas in designated PHMAs (Core only), and outside designated PHMAs (Core only) when supporting wintering Greater Sage-grouse that attend leks within designated PHMAs (Core only).

CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use will be restricted to no more than an average of one disturbance location per 640 acres using the Disturbance Density Calculation Tool (DDCT), and the cumulative value of all applicable surface disturbances, existing or future, must not exceed 5 percent of the DDCT area, as described in the DDCT manual; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) to protect Greater Sage-grouse designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core only) from habitat fragmentation and loss. This lease does not guarantee the lessee the right to occupy the surface of the lease for the purpose of producing oil and natural gas within Greater Sage-grouse designated PHMAs (Core only). The surface occupancy restriction criteria identified in this stipulation may preclude surface occupancy and may be beyond the ability of the lessee to meet due to existing surface disturbance on Federal, State, or private lands within designated PHMAs (Core only) or surface disturbance created by other land users. The BLM may require the lessee or operator to enter into a unit agreement or drilling easement to facilitate the equitable development of this and surrounding leases.

CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the National Historic Trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Oregon Trail.
CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 1/4 mile or visual horizon of the trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bridger Trail.

CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bridger Trail.

CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use will be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting Class I and/or Class II Visual Resource Management Areas.

WY-181Q-078 960.910 Acres
T.0330N, R.0820W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 018 LOTS 4;
  018 E2SW,N2SE,SWSE;
  019 LOTS 1,2;
  019 S2NE,E2NW;
  020 S2N2,S2;

Natrona County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
  Lease Notice No. 1
  Lease Notice No. 2
  Lease Notice No. 3
  Lease Stipulation No. 1
  Lease Stipulation No. 2
  Lease Stipulation No. 3
TLS (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.
TLS (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core only).
TLS (1) Dec 1 to Mar 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse winter concentration areas in designated PHMAs (Core only), and outside designated PHMAs (Core only) when supporting wintering Greater Sage-grouse that attend leks within designated PHMAs (Core only).
NSO (1) As mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (2) protecting Class I and Class II waters within 500 feet of Poison Spider Creek.
CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 500 feet to 1/4 mile of Class I and Class II waters may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator
and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting Class I and Class II waters of Poison Spider Creek.

CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use will be restricted to no more than an average of one disturbance location per 640 acres using the Disturbance Density Calculation Tool (DDCT), and the cumulative value of all applicable surface disturbances, existing or future, must not exceed 5 percent of the DDCT area, as described in the DDCT manual; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) to protect Greater Sage-grouse designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core only) from habitat fragmentation and loss. This lease does not guarantee the lessee the right to occupy the surface of the lease for the purpose of producing oil and natural gas within Greater Sage-grouse designated PHMAs (Core only). The surface occupancy restriction criteria identified in this stipulation may preclude surface occupancy and may be beyond the ability of the lessee to meet due to existing surface disturbance on Federal, State, or private lands within designated PHMAs (Core only) or surface disturbance created by other land users. The BLM may require the lessee or operator to enter into a unit agreement or drilling easement to facilitate the equitable development of this and surrounding leases.

CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 1/4 mile or visual horizon of the trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bridger Trail.

CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bridger Trail.

---

WY-181Q-079   880.000 Acres
T.0330N, R.0820W, 06th PM, WY
  Sec. 028   S2;
        033 NE,N2NW,SENW,NESW,S2SW;
        033 E2SE;
        034 S2SE;

Natrona County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
TLS (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.
TLS (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core only).

TLS (1) Dec 1 to Mar 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse winter concentration areas in designated PHMAs (Core only), and outside designated PHMAs (Core only) when supporting wintering Greater Sage-grouse that attend leks within designated PHMAs (Core only).

NSO (1) As mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (2) to protect occupied Greater Sage-grouse leks and associated seasonal habitat, life-history, or behavioral needs of Greater Sage-grouse in proximity to leks from habitat fragmentation and loss, and protect Greater Sage-grouse populations from disturbance within a 0.6-mile radius of the perimeter of occupied Greater Sage-grouse leks inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core and Connectivity).

CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use will be restricted to no more than an average of one disturbance location per 640 acres using the Disturbance Density Calculation Tool (DDCT), and the cumulative value of all applicable surface disturbances, existing or future, must not exceed 5 percent of the DDCT area, as described in the DDCT manual; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) to protect Greater Sage-grouse designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core only) from habitat fragmentation and loss. This lease does not guarantee the lessee the right to occupy the surface of the lease for the purpose of producing oil and natural gas within Greater Sage-grouse designated PHMAs (Core only). The surface occupancy restriction criteria identified in this stipulation may preclude surface occupancy and may be beyond the ability of the lessee to meet due to existing surface disturbance on Federal, State, or private lands within designated PHMAs (Core only) or surface disturbance created by other land users. The BLM may require the lessee or operator to enter into a unit agreement or drilling easement to facilitate the equitable development of this and surrounding leases.

CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the National Historic Trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Oregon Trail.

CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 1/4 mile or visual horizon of the trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bridger Trail.

CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bridger Trail.

CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use will be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for
mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting Class I and/or Class II Visual Resource Management Areas.

WY-181Q-080 1188.530 Acres
T.0340N, R.0840W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 030 LOTS 1-4;
  030 NENE,W2NE,E2NW,NESW,NWSE;
  031 LOTS 2-4;
  031 S2NE,SENW,E2SW,SE;
  032 SWNE,S2NW,SW;

Natrona County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3

TLS (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.

TLS (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core only).

TLS (1) Dec 1 to Mar 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse winter concentration areas in designated PHMAs (Core only), and outside designated PHMAs (Core only) when supporting wintering Greater Sage-grouse that attend leks within designated PHMAs (Core only).

NSO (1) As mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (2) to protect occupied Greater Sage-grouse leks and associated seasonal habitat, life-history, or behavioral needs of Greater Sage-grouse in proximity to leks from habitat fragmentation and loss, and protect Greater Sage-grouse populations from disturbance within a 0.6-mile radius of the perimeter of occupied Greater Sage-grouse leks inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core and Connectivity).

NSO (1) As mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (2) protecting Class I and Class II waters within 500 feet of South Fork of Creek.

CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 500 feet to 1/4 mile of Class I and Class II waters may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting Class I and Class II waters of South Fork of Creek.

CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use will be restricted to no more than an average of one disturbance location per 640 acres using the Disturbance Density Calculation Tool (DDCT), and the cumulative value of all
applicable surface disturbances, existing or future, must not exceed 5 percent of the DDCT area, as described in the DDCT manual; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) to protect Greater Sage-grouse designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core only) from habitat fragmentation and loss. This lease does not guarantee the lessee the right to occupy the surface of the lease for the purpose of producing oil and natural gas within Greater Sage-grouse designated PHMAs (Core only). The surface occupancy restriction criteria identified in this stipulation may preclude surface occupancy and may be beyond the ability of the lessee to meet due to existing surface disturbance on Federal, State, or private lands within designated PHMAs (Core only) or surface disturbance created by other land users. The BLM may require the lessee or operator to enter into a unit agreement or drilling easement to facilitate the equitable development of this and surrounding leases.

CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use within 1/4 mile or visual horizon of the trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bridger Trail.

CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use within 3 miles or visual horizon of the trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bridger Trail.

WY-181Q-081  1160.000 Acres
T.0340N, R.0850W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 025  W2NE, SENE, W2, N2SE, SESE;
026  N2, N2SW, SESW, SE;
Natrona County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
TLS  (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.
TLS  (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core only).
TLS  (1) Dec 1 to Mar 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse winter concentration areas in designated PHMAs (Core only), and outside
designated PHMAs (Core only) when supporting wintering Greater Sage-grouse that attend leks within designated PHMAs (Core only).

NSO (1) As mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (2) to protect occupied Greater Sage-grouse leks and associated seasonal habitat, life-history, or behavioral needs of Greater Sage-grouse in proximity to leks from habitat fragmentation and loss, and protect Greater Sage-grouse populations from disturbance within a 0.6-mile radius of the perimeter of occupied Greater Sage-grouse leks inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core and Connectivity).

NSO (1) As mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (2) protecting Class I and Class II waters within 500 feet of South Fork of Creek.

CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use within 500 feet to 1/4 mile of Class I and Class II waters may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting Class I and Class II waters of South Fork of Creek.

CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use will be restricted to no more than an average of one disturbance location per 640 acres using the Disturbance Density Calculation Tool (DDCT), and the cumulative value of all applicable surface disturbances, existing or future, must not exceed 5 percent of the DDCT area, as described in the DDCT manual; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) to protect Greater Sage-grouse designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core only) from habitat fragmentation and loss. This lease does not guarantee the lessee the right to occupy the surface of the lease for the purpose of producing oil and natural gas within Greater Sage-grouse designated PHMAs (Core only). The surface occupancy restriction criteria identified in this stipulation may preclude surface occupancy and may be beyond the ability of the lessee to meet due to existing surface disturbance on Federal, State, or private lands within designated PHMAs (Core only) or surface disturbance created by other land users. The BLM may require the lessee or operator to enter into a unit agreement or drilling easement to facilitate the equitable development of this and surrounding leases. CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use will be restricted to no more than an average of one disturbance location per 640 acres using the Disturbance Density Calculation Tool (DDCT), and the cumulative value of all applicable surface disturbances, existing or future, must not exceed 5 percent of the DDCT area, as described in the DDCT manual; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) to protect Greater Sage-grouse designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core only) from habitat fragmentation and loss. This lease does not guarantee the lessee the right to occupy the surface of the lease for the purpose of producing oil and natural gas within Greater Sage-grouse designated PHMAs (Core only). The surface occupancy restriction criteria identified in this stipulation may preclude surface occupancy and may be beyond the ability of the lessee to meet due to existing surface disturbance on Federal, State, or private lands within designated PHMAs (Core only) or surface disturbance created by other land users. The BLM may require the lessee or operator to enter into a unit agreement or drilling easement to facilitate the equitable development of this and surrounding leases.

CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use will be restricted to no more than an average of one disturbance location per 640 acres using the Disturbance Density Calculation Tool (DDCT), and the cumulative value of all applicable surface disturbances, existing or future, must not exceed 5 percent of the DDCT area, as described in the DDCT manual; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Bridger Trail.

WY-181Q-082 960.090 Acres
T.0340N, R.0870W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 006 LOTS 1-3, 5;
  006 S2NE, S2NW, E2SW, SE;
T.0350N, R.0870W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 031 LOTS 1-4;
  031 NWNE, E2W2, S2SE;

Natrona County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3

TLS (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.

TLS (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core only).

TLS (1) Dec 1 to Mar 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse winter concentration areas in designated PHMAs (Core only), and outside designated PHMAs (Core only) when supporting wintering Greater Sage-grouse that attend leks within designated PHMAs (Core only).

CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use will be restricted to no more than an average of one disturbance location per 640 acres using the Disturbance Density Calculation Tool (DDCT), and the cumulative value of all applicable surface disturbances, existing or future, must not exceed 5 percent of the DDCT area, as described in the DDCT manual; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) to protect Greater Sage-grouse designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core only) from habitat fragmentation and loss. This lease does not guarantee the lessee the right to occupy the surface of the lease for the purpose of producing oil and natural gas within Greater Sage-grouse designated PHMAs (Core only). The surface occupancy restriction criteria identified in this stipulation may preclude surface occupancy and may be beyond the ability of the lessee to meet due to existing surface disturbance on Federal, State, or private lands within designated PHMAs (Core only) or surface disturbance created by other land users. The BLM may require the lessee or operator to enter into a unit agreement or drilling easement to facilitate the equitable development of this and surrounding leases.

WY-181Q-083 160.000 Acres
T.0350N, R.0880W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 023 NW;
Natrona County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
TLS (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse
breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core only).

TLS (1) Dec 1 to Mar 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse winter concentration areas in designated PHMAs (Core only), and outside designated PHMAs (Core only) when supporting wintering Greater Sage-grouse that attend leks within designated PHMAs (Core only).

CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use will be restricted to no more than an average of one disturbance location per 640 acres using the Disturbance Density Calculation Tool (DDCT), and the cumulative value of all applicable surface disturbances, existing or future, must not exceed 5 percent of the DDCT area, as described in the DDCT manual; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) to protect Greater Sage-grouse designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core only) from habitat fragmentation and loss. This lease does not guarantee the lessee the right to occupy the surface of the lease for the purpose of producing oil and natural gas within Greater Sage-grouse designated PHMAs (Core only). The surface occupancy restriction criteria identified in this stipulation may preclude surface occupancy and may be beyond the ability of the lessee to meet due to existing surface disturbance on Federal, State, or private lands within designated PHMAs (Core only) or surface disturbance created by other land users. The BLM may require the lessee or operator to enter into a unit agreement or drilling easement to facilitate the equitable development of this and surrounding leases.

WY-181Q-084 160.000 Acres
T.0350N, R.0880W, 06th PM, WY
Sec. 034 NE;
Natrona County
Casper FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
TLS (1) Mar 15 to Jul 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse breeding, nesting and early brood-rearing habitats (independent of habitat suitability) inside designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core only).

TLS (1) Dec 1 to Mar 14; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) no surface use to seasonally protect Greater Sage-grouse winter concentration areas in designated PHMAs (Core only), and outside designated PHMAs (Core only) when supporting wintering Greater Sage-grouse that attend leks within designated PHMAs (Core only).

CSU (1) Surface occupancy or use will be restricted to no more than an average of one disturbance location per 640 acres using the Disturbance Density Calculation Tool (DDCT), and the cumulative value of all
applicable surface disturbances, existing or future, must not exceed 5 percent of the DDCT area, as described in the DDCT manual; (2) as mapped on the Casper Field Office GIS database; (3) to protect Greater Sage-grouse designated Priority Habitat Management Areas (Core only) from habitat fragmentation and loss. This lease does not guarantee the lessee the right to occupy the surface of the lease for the purpose of producing oil and natural gas within Greater Sage-grouse designated PHMAs (Core only). The surface occupancy restriction criteria identified in this stipulation may preclude surface occupancy and may be beyond the ability of the lessee to meet due to existing surface disturbance on Federal, State, or private lands within designated PHMAs (Core only) or surface disturbance created by other land users. The BLM may require the lessee or operator to enter into a unit agreement or drilling easement to facilitate the equitable development of this and surrounding leases.

NEWCASTLE FIELD OFFICE PARCEL LEASE LIST FIRST QUARTER 2018

WY-181Q-001  80.990 Acres
   T.0410N, R.0600W, 06th PM, WY
   Sec. 007  Lots 10,11;
Weston County
Newcastle FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
TLS (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Newcastle Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.
TLS (1) Nov 15 to Apr 30; (2) as mapped on the Newcastle Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting big game crucial winter range.

WY-181Q-002  160.000 Acres
   T.0410N, R.0610W, 06th PM, WY
   Sec. 001  SE;
Weston County
Newcastle FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use within 1/4 mile or visual horizon of the trail, whichever is closer, may be restricted or prohibited unless the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) entire lease; (3) protecting cultural and scenic values of the Cheyenne-Deadwood Trail.
TLS (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Newcastle Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.
TLS  (1) Nov 15 to Apr 30; (2) as mapped on the Newcastle Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting big game crucial winter range.

WY-181Q-008  40.000 Acres
  T.0360N, R.0630W, 06th PM, WY
     Sec. 029  NENE;
Niobrara County
Newcastle FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 3
CSU  (1) Surface occupancy or use may be restricted or prohibited if paleontological sites exist unless paleontological sites are avoided or the operator and surface managing agency arrive at an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated impacts; (2) entire lease; (3) protecting Lance Creek Fossil Area paleontological values.

WY-181Q-009  280.000 Acres
  T.0370N, R.0630W, 06th PM, WY
     Sec. 028  SWSW;
     029  E2SW,S2SE;
     032  NWNE,NENW;
Niobrara County
Newcastle FO
Formerly Lease No.
Stipulations:
Lease Notice No. 1
Lease Notice No. 2
Lease Notice No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 1
Lease Stipulation No. 2
Lease Stipulation No. 3
Lease Stipulation No. 3
TLS (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Newcastle Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.

WY-181Q-031 120.000 Acres  
T.0530N, R.0670W, 06th PM, WY  
Sec. 017 NENE,SESW,SESE;  
Crook County  
Newcastle FO  
Formerly Lease No.  
Stipulations:  
Lease Notice No. 1  
Lease Notice No. 2  
Lease Notice No. 3  
Lease Stipulation No. 1  
Lease Stipulation No. 2  
Lease Stipulation No. 3  
WY_SW_TLS_GHMAL  
TLS (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Newcastle Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.

WY-181Q-032 360.000 Acres  
T.0540N, R.0670W, 06th PM, WY  
Sec. 009 S2NE,SENW,E2SW,SE;  
Crook County  
Newcastle FO  
Formerly Lease No.  
Stipulations:  
Lease Notice No. 1  
Lease Notice No. 2  
Lease Notice No. 3  
Lease Stipulation No. 1  
Lease Stipulation No. 2  
Lease Stipulation No. 3  
TLS (1) Feb 1 to Jul 31; (2) as mapped on the Newcastle Field Office GIS database; (3) protecting nesting Raptors.